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ANOTHER DISAPPOINTING QUARTER

Interest Rates and Inflation

Investors continued to fret over the prospects for inflation and interest rates during the 2nd Quarter.  Many investors
believe we’re at a point in the business cycle where inflationary pressures are mushrooming and there is only one
direction for interest rates:  up.  Although consumer prices have increased at only a 2.5% annual rate during the first
half of the year, global investors are focused on expectations of higher future inflation.

Is there any evidence to support these fears?  The most frequently noted inflation offender, rising commodity prices,
have indeed risen sharply in 1994.  However, with the exception of oil, commodity pricing pressures don’t translate
into much additional inflation in our more service oriented economy.  Commodities aside, inflation bulls also note that
the leading index of inflation constructed by the Center for Business Cycle Research at Columbia University has risen
eight of the last nine months.  Lastly, the growth and job creation produced by the economy this year have pushed
the unemployment rate down to 6% -- very close to what many economist term the “natural” (i.e., irreducible) rate of
unemployment -- indicating tighter labor markets and the prospect of accelerating wage increases.

In our view, the question is not whether the rate of inflation will or will not increase over the next year, we think it
probably will increase . . . but not by much at all.  The issue for investors is how will the financial markets behave
during this period of adjustment to a slightly less benign, but still not perilous inflationary environment.  On that
score, we think the markets have done what they often do in the short run -- overshoot.

We think this overreaction has occurred mostly on the long end of the yield curve.  With the yield on the U.S. 30-
year Treasury bond currently 7.5%, the market is already discounting a substantial jump in inflation.  In our 1st
Quarter commentary, we noted how rare it is for the level of inflation to increase more than 0.5% in any one year.  In
the absence of any significant external shocks, it still seems very unlikely that inflation would spike above 3.5 - 4%
over the rest of the year.  We don’t presume to be able to forecast inflation accurately, the point we are making is that
long-term rates already reflect the worst case scenario for inflation and that any surprises are much more likely to
be on the downside -- moderate price rises and then lower long-term rates.  If that happens, equities markets, at least
domestically, should respond very favorably.

The outlook for short term rates is more problematical and is complicated by the recent behavior of the dollar.  The
Fed continues to be tugged one way by the weak dollar and the inflation bulls and the other way by the White House
and Congress which are concerned about the effect of higher rates on the substainability of the economic expansion.
Presently, the Fed and Treasury have signaled they will let the market determine the correct level for the dollar --
implicitly admitting the futility of modest attempts of coordinated currency market intervention to support the buck.
However, history and Alan Greenspan’s most recent testimony before Congress suggest the Fed may act if the dollar
is pushed too far.  At this juncture it is easy to imagine another 50 - 100 basis point rise in short rates if the Fed
becomes convinced such action won’t be too deleterious to the economy’s health.

Currency Exchange Rates

Closely related to the concern about interest rate volatility is the recent performance of the dollar, down about 6%
since the start of the year from the currencies of the 10 major trading partners of the U.S.  That decline is considerably
greater against the yen (      %) and the Deutschmark (     %).

Many pundits argue that the federal reserve must raise domestic rates to strengthen the dollar and are surprised that
this action hasn’t yet been taken.  We believe that the fed may have other, more significant concerns at present like
avoiding a stifling of the domestic recovery.
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It is important to recognize that appreciation of foreign currencies has significant positive impact on the balance of
trade, making imports more expensive and our exports cheap, thus fostering domestic production . . . and the jobs
that drive it.  The impact of higher import prices on domestic inflation may be negligible in fact.  Imports account for
about 11% of domestic consumption so even a 10% depreciation in the dollar would raise overall prices only about
one percent.  Even that probably overstates the risk since a large part of total imports is a commodity priced in
dollars -- oil.  Moreover, many importers (especially Japanese auto makers) seem not to be passing on the price
increases the currency change would cause, preferring to reduce their profits than risk reducing their market share.
Finally, as a matter of apparent government policy, protecting the value of the dollar -- as if some matter of national
honor -- appears not to be of great importance to the administration or to the Fed..

Consequently, we do not consider a rate increase inevitable and we’re not sure that it’s desirable.  However, the fed
may surprise us and we’re reasonably confident that the dollar will strengthen in any event in the next several
months, even without an interest rate increase.  Consequently, where it otherwise is appropriate to client portfolios,
we have been postponing new investment in overseas equities, emphasizing the application of new money on
domestic investments instead . . . for now.

Overseas Investments

Meanwhile, clients’ overseas portfolios have enjoyed the results of the recent appreciation of overseas currencies.
This is probably a short-term exaggeration of what we believe will be a long-term but more modest trend in the
relative values of the dollar versus other currencies.  That expectation is part of what drives our strategy for
substantial overseas commitments.  The current dollar performance is in the “right” direction, but probably too
strong for now.  Because the impacts of exchange rates can’t be managed with great precision, we continue to rely on
a disciplined approach to gradually buying and selling foreign currency denominated investments.  That
“averaging” approach (in and out) reduces the risk of a sharp loss due to a mistake in calling exchange rate
movements.  It also tends to cause clients to be sure to be invested in overseas equities and to be invested over a
long time frame.  This, we believe, is good both for the exchange rate trend long term and, more important, good from
the standpoint of the fundamental growth potential in that market segment.

While the U.S. has a mature economy with a hoped-for growth rate of 2 - 4% annually, many overseas economies are
still capable of growing at double or triple our rate.  On average, international mutual funds annually returned about
1.2 percentage points more than the S&P 500 in the past 10 years.  In that period, one of the core funds we choose for
our clients, T. Rowe Price International Stock Fund, beat the S&P 500 by 3.3 points, annualized.

Few investors are eager to take on the undiluted volatility of overseas investment (see Figure 1).  Despite the fact
that markets world-wide are now closely linked and tend to move together, an overall portfolio diversified among
overseas and domestic investments will tend to reduce volatility (smaller standard deviation) while generating a
greater return than an exclusively domestic portfolio.

Nevertheless, measuring overseas performance can be tricky.  The most commonly used index, EAFE (Europe,
Australia, & Far East) -- produced by Morgan Stanley Capital International -- is comprised of 20 countries as of the
end of 1993 but, because it is capitalization weighted, Japanese companies make up about 40% of the index.  Because
diversified overseas mutual fund portfolios are actively managed and rarely would hold over 25% in Japan, they tend
to differ dramatically from the Japan-dominated EAFE.

Besides broadly diversified funds as the core of an international portfolio, for very long-term portfolios we devote
some exposure to “emerging” markets.  This even more volatile overseas opportunity has only been measured for
about five years.  Figure 2 displays, for the period 1/88 to 6/94, the Emerging Markets index in comparison to the
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performance of the average foreign fund and that of T. Rowe Price International.  For those of you who have been in
the Montgomery Emerging Markets Fund over the past 12 months, the display will look and feel familiar.  Note the
similar volatility in the period from 1989 to 1990.

With so little history in this area, we are relying on managers with excellent, albeit short, track records.  We analogize
these markets to the historically inefficient U.S. small capitalization stock market which has been profitable to those
managers who could find bargains.  Here, the challenge is even greater due to different securities regulations, tax
laws, reporting requirements, accounting practices, currency fluctuations, and general economic and political factors.
We are, however, quite confident that these are very good places to make profits long term and we are confident that
we have chosen fund managers that have a demonstrated ability to be successful in finding attractive opportunities.

Fund Watch

The broadly based large cap S&P 500 Index was barely positive for the second quarter of 1994 (+0.4%) but for the
first time in 10 years, both large and small cap domestic stocks as measured by the Dow Jones Industrials and the
Russell 2000 posted two consecutive quarterly losses.

The “widows and orphans” refuge of U.S. treasuries and municipal bonds were no safe havens.  In fact, indices for
long-term and intermediate-term government bonds, high-quality corporate bonds, and even long-term municipal
bonds have all done worse than the -3.4% year-to-date negative return of the S&P 500.  Fixed income instruments
lack the long-term upside of equities, but are taking on the volatility of stocks.

Nevertheless, money market and very low duration bonds (or bond funds) have remained an appropriate place to
meet maturity matched spending needs.

The Morgan Stanley EAFE Index was up strongly for the quarter (5.9%) but only because of its disproportionate
weighting toward Japan whose equities not only had a recovery in local currency, but increased dramatically as the
yen appreciated against the dollar.  We believe that the greatest opportunity for growth in the international equity
asset class is away from the most mature markets (perhaps especially Japan).  We deliberately avoid very large
exposure to Japan; consequently, EAFE is not an ideal benchmark to compare to the returns of the international
funds we choose for our clients.

Core equity international stock funds such as Harbor International, T. Rowe Price and Warburg Pincus had positive
returns (0.6%, 0.8%, 4.0% respectively for the quarter), but emerging markets and small cap international funds have
declined significantly year to date.  This is not a surprising “correction” given the spectacular returns of 50% and
more among virtually all emerging market funds last calendar year.

We can expect more of this volatility in such aggressively positioned areas.  For example, the first half-year
performance of Montgomery Emerging Markets won’t cheer anyone (-12.2%).  But well-known names in the Emerging
Markets arena underperformed Montgomery.  For example, Fidelity Emerging Markets was down 19.4%; and the net
asset values of the Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets and the Templeton Emerging Markets closed-end funds were
down 12.3% and 15.6%, respectively.  We remain very confident that in the context of very long-term horizons,
international emerging markets are the places to be.  On a trailing one-year basis, Montgomery Emerging Market
remains one of the outstanding performers among all funds.

In our domestic markets, the smallest cap and most aggressive earnings momentum funds underperformed the more
established Core funds.  This was also true in the international sector where the worst performer in our stable of
mutual funds was Montgomery Small Cap International.  While S&P type Index Funds were essentially flat for the
quarter, funds such as Twentieth Century Ultra, Brandywine, Berger Small Company Growth, and Value Line
Centurion (Guardian Annuity) were generally down around 10%.  The more aggressive the fund, the worse it did,
reflecting the performance of that general segment of the market.  The very aggressive small cap Hambrecht and
Quist Growth Index dropped nearly 28% between January 31 and June 27.
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The following summarizes the performance of the most commonly used mutual funds and annuity subaccounts in our
client portfolios.

Trailing Three Years
Quarter Year to Date One Year Annualized

Large Cap Domestic

Schwab 1000 - 0.4 - 4.4 0.2 9.7
Vanguard 500 0.4 - 3.5 1.3 9.1
Janus -  1.2 -  3.8    1.5    11.6
Guardian Stock Fund (annuity) -  3.1 -  4.5    0.9    15.5

Small to Medium Cap (domestic)
   Growth and Earnings Momentum

Berger Small Co. Growth -  6.7 -  5.6  N/A    N/A
Brandywine -  6.0 -  6.1    6.9    18.6
20th Century Ultra -  8.3 -10.0 -  3.7    16.2
Meridian -  2.4 -  6.2    3.5    17.5
Value Line Centurion -  6.2 -12.5 -10.9      7.5

Small to Medium Cap (domestic)
   Value Orientation

DFA Small Co. Value -  0.9    0.5  14.5    N/A
Mutual Discovery -  0.7    2.5  21.9    N/A

Core International

Baillie Gifford (Annuity) -  0.7    0.8  19.9      7.5
Oakmark International -  5.6 -  7.0  16.7    N/A
T. Rowe Price International Equity    0.8 -  1.6  22.1    13.8
Harbor International    0.6 -  2.6  21.2    14.4
Warburg Pincus International    4.0    2.2  31.7    17.4

Emerging Markets and International Small Cap

Acorn International -  1.9 - 2.4  20.4    N/A
Montgomery Emerging Markets -  3.3 -12.2  26.1    N/A
Montgomery International Small Cap -10.2 -11.6  N/A    N/A

Going Forward

We are contemplating no major changes among our selected mutual funds in the near future.  We are, however,
exploring the use of a combination of actively managed large cap “growth” and “value” styles to substitute for a
portion of the core large cap equity component of client portfolios.  Currently these assets are generally invested in
Index Funds such as the Schwab 1000 or Vanguard Index 500.

There is a great deal of academic dispute concerning the efficiencies of markets, and whether active management can
add value -- especially in the large cap arena where information is so widely disseminated and there are huge volumes
of daily transactions.  The underlying costs of Indexes are lower than those of actively managed funds, and, all
things being equal, we prefer the index approach.  But it appears that by mixing an excellent Large Cap Growth Fund
and a Value Fund, we may be able to reduce volatility and increase return as the managers take advantage of certain
opportunities to move away from pure indexing while managing portfolios that are primarily made up of S&P 500
Stocks.  As a result of this ongoing study, we may in the future begin to diversify some of the large capitalization
portions of our client portfolios.
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